The sleek design of the AMSCO® 600 Medium Steam Sterilizer meets your needs — maximizing throughput in a minimum footprint. Whether you are replacing a sterilizer, expanding an SPD, or building your ASC — the design of the AMSCO 600 Steam Sterilizer makes it an obvious choice.

The integrated clean steam ready generator, small footprint and high throughput, make the AMSCO 600 the perfect fit for ASC or sub-sterile reprocessing.

Stay up and running if your larger sterilizer is down for service.

**Workflow That Never Stops**

**Zero side clearance for installation and service**

**Banked Installation** Creates a productivity powerhouse

Only 118” wide

**70% Space Savings Per Unit**

*When compared to previous generation
THE POWER OF PRODUCTIVITY

Never sacrifice productivity based on space again — meet throughput demands and increase staff workspace with the AMSCO 600.

INCREASED THROUGHPUT FOR ASCs

The proof is in the numbers — adding up to maximum productivity.

90 trays per 8-hour shift

Up to 15 trays per cycle**

375 lbs per cycle

**When compared to AMSCO® 400 Small Steam Sterilizer

KEEP YOUR PROCESS IN MOTION

Improve staff efficiency with an easy to use interface that keeps you informed of cycle progress from across the room.

Transfer loads with ease and reduce unnecessary handling of packs using the variable height transfer carriage.

INCCREASED THROUGHPUT

For ASCs

throughput

by the numbers

375 pounds

90 trays

per 8-hour shift

Up to 15 trays

per cycle**

375 lbs

per cycle

**When compared to AMSCO® 400 Small Steam Sterilizer

The proof is in the numbers — adding up to maximum productivity.
When the label says AMSCO, you know it represents high quality and reliable steam sterilization.

- Fully warranted construction — 15-year chamber warranty and the industry’s only two-year gasket warranty
- Steam activated gasket that never requires lubrication
- Less internal condensation with the fully jacketed chamber

### Sustainably Engineered

- Save water with the 2-stage electric vacuum pump
- Sensors minimize water cooling needs
- Conserve utilities with programmable auto-utilities shutdown
- Minimize heat loss with fully insulated chamber

### Clean Steam Ready

Whether you have clean steam or plan to upgrade in the future, the AMSCO 600 is ready for you. It features clean steam ready construction with stainless steel piping and an optional integrated steam generator.

### COMPLIANCE COMES STANDARD

- Boost your Process with 3-zone workflow using the double-door model
- Improve efficiency with lean workflow
- Help prevent cross contamination between clean and sterile areas

### CONNECTED SOLUTIONS

Seamlessly connect and get immediate results from your AMSCO 600 Medium and Celerity™ Steam Incubator using ConnectAssure Technology.

Whether data is sent to your facility’s tracking system or to ConnectAssure’s interface, critical information is available with the click of a mouse.

- Complete sterilization records in one place
- Reminders for regular maintenance tasks
- Receive results before your packs cool — 20-minute read with the Celerity™ Steam Biological Indicator
A team of service experts delivers the highest level of responsiveness and technical expertise in the industry helping to keep you running 24/7

- Four-hour phone response and 48-hour onsite response regardless of the primary service provider
- Over 800 service technicians in North America, with three technicians assigned to every account

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING CONFIGURATIONS

- 26.5" X 26.5" X (39", 51" or 63" Length)
- Single or Double Door
- Cabinet or Recessed
- Electric or Steam Powered

To learn more about the AMSCO® 600 Medium Steam Sterilizer, contact your STERIS Representative or visit STERIS.com/AMSCO600